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EXCHANGE RATES AND TARGET PREMIA IN THE UNITED STATES 

 

 

Abstract 

This paper re-examines the relationship between the target takeover premia and the level of the 
exchange rate in pure domestic target-domestic bidder takeovers. We estimate the level and 
nature of exchange rate exposure for 189 U.S. targets between 1990 and 2000 and relate market 
model cumulative abnormal returns to the type of exposure, firm and bid characteristics. We 
report that targets that are negatively exposed to exchange rates and are acquired during periods 
of weak domestic exchange rates have higher premia than similar firms acquired during strong 
exchange rate periods. Likewise, bidders pay more for positively exposed targets when the 
exchange rate is strong as compared to other times. The results are robust to several specifications 
of exchange rate exposure and to the inclusion of control variables traditionally used to explain 
the cross-sectional variation in target returns. The paper contributes to our understanding of the 
exchange rate effect by showing that once the direction of the exchange rate exposure is taken 
into account, exchange rates significantly influence the sign and magnitude of pure domestic 
target premia. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The empirical association between exchange rate changes and the market reaction to takeover 

announcements has attracted the attention of many researchers. There is now strong evidence that 

exchange rates are positively related to the size of the cross-border target premia, with cross-

border firms paying more than domestic firms for the target (Harris and Ravenscraft 1991; 

Cebenoyan, Papaioannou and Travlos 1992; Kang 1993; Dewenter 1995a; Kiymaz and 

Mukherjee 2000). These results provide support for Froot and Stein’s (1991) argument that the 

relative purchasing power of cross-border acquirers increases during a domestic currency 

devaluation, allowing those firms to raise bids in domestic currency terms. Some researchers 

suggest that there may also be an exchange rate effect on domestic acquirer targets if changes in 

the exchange rate alters firm value through cost and revenue exposures and/or market growth 

prospects. However, the empirical relationship between exchange rates and target premia for pure 

domestic takeovers is a relatively unresearched topic. Dewenter (1995a) finds weak evidence of 

an exchange rate effect on target premia in comparing domestic and foreig n bidders in the 

chemical and retail sectors. Swensen (1993) does not find a significant exchange rate effect, and 

most cross-border literature does not test for this effect on their domestic control group sub-

samples. 

The lack of a definitive set of findings on the exchange rate effect in previous work, we 

argue, is due to the rudimentary manner in which exchange rate exposure has been estimated. 

And yet there is a well-defined body of literature in international finance that has addressed just 

this issue. In order to re-examine the evidence for an exchange rate effect we synthesize the 

takeover and international finance literature. We hypothesize exchange rate conditions under 

which the net present value of the target increases or decreases conditional on exchange rate 

exposure levels. We then empirically estimate these conditions using exchange rate exposure 

regressions, the market model abnormal return of the target, and bid and target characteristics. 
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The paper contributes to our understanding of the exchange rate effect by showing that once the 

direction of the exchange rate exposure is taken into account, exchange rates significantly 

influence the sign and magnitude of pure domestic target premia. Our results are robust to several 

specifications of exchange rate exposure and to the inclusion of control variables traditionally 

used to explain the cross-sectional variation in target returns. 

The paper proceeds in four steps. First, target abnormal returns are estimated using a 41-

day event window centered on the announcement of a takeover bid for 189 targets between 1990 

and 2000. Only successful takeovers are considered and both bidder and targets are U.S. domestic 

firms. The exchange rate exposure of those targets is then estimated using models developed by 

Levi (1996), Jorion (1990), and Bartov and Bodnar (1994). The nature of exposure is measured as 

the sign of the beta coefficient from the standard Jorion (1990) model which relates firm returns 

to the exchange rate conditional on the market index. Using these estimates we can present 

conditions under which target net present value should increase or decrease given relatively weak 

or strong exchange rates: exporters (negatively exposed firms) under weak and strong exchange 

rates, and importers (positively exposed firms) under weak and strong exchange rates. We 

hypothesize that target abnormal returns should be higher when importers (exporters) are 

acquired during periods of strong (weak) exchange rates. Second, we test our hypotheses and find 

a significant difference between the mean and median abnormal returns of importer-strong (mean 

0.331; median 0.319) and importer-weak (mean 0.217; median 0.201). Finally in order to reduce 

the impact of estimation error on our definitions the sample is stratified into thirds by the targets’ 

exchange rate exposure direction and exchange rate strength. Again we find significant positive 

differences in target premia between importer-strong and importer-weak firms, but no difference 

between exporter firms. 

The third step involves estimating multivariate regressions to determine whether the 

exchange rate effect is robust to other determinants of target premia: method of payment, multiple 

bids, relatedness of bidder and target, relative size, and target performance (book-to-market). We 
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show that the highest cumulative abnormal returns are achieved by targets that are exporters when 

the exchange rate is weak, and by targets that are importers when the exchange rate is strong. 

Further, a significant difference is found between the premia for firms with no exposure and both 

exporters under weak exchange rates (at the 10% significance level) and importers under strong 

exchange rates (at the 5% significance level). The fourth step involves examining whether our 

results are sensitive to alternative estimations of exposure, and to alternative definitions. We use 

the Bodnar and Bartov (1994) model to estimate the nature of exposure and find stronger results 

supporting our hypotheses. Defining the exchange rate in terms of trade -weighted index levels 

(rather than relative strength or weakness) also present stronger results than our original analysis. 

We find no change in our results if we adopt a more aggregate measure of relatedness, when 

industry controls are used, or when we vary definitions such as method of payment. In summary, 

our results are robust and show that exchange rates are an important determinant of target premia 

in the USA in pure domestic takeovers. 

 The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the theoretical arguments for 

an exchange rate effect on target premia, and formulate our hypotheses. Section 3 outlines the 

model specifications adopted in the paper, and Section 4 contains a description of the data and 

summary statistics. Section 5 presents empirical results, and Section 6 sensitivity analysis. 

Section 7 provides concluding remarks. 

 

2. Takeover premia and exchange rates 

 

The cross sectional variation in target abnormal returns around the announcement of a takeover 

bid has been analyzed by many researchers. A selective review of that voluminous literature 

shows that target abnormal returns are significantly greater than zero at the time of the takeover 

announcement, and greater for firms that are eventually acquired, acquired with cash, involve a 

contest between at least two bidders, in the same or similar industry to the bidder and poor 
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performers (high book-to-market ratio – e.g. Lang, Stulz and Walkling, 1989). One potential 

explanatory variable that has received less attention is whether pure domestic target premia (that 

is, domestic bidder and domestic target) varies with exchange rates. It is only in the cross-border 

bidder literature that we find a significant body of research that includes exchange rates as a 

variable of focus. There the theoretic al arguments of Froot and Stein (1991) are validated with 

target premia being higher for firms that are acquired by foreign bidders, and when the bid takes 

place during a weak (in terms of domestic currency) exchange rate regime (Harris and 

Ravenscraft 1991; Kang 1993).  

Dewenter (1995a) and Swenson (1993) find limited evidence of an exchange rate effect 

using samples of domestic targets. Dewenter relates target cumulative abnormal returns to tax 

regimes, bid characteristics (hostile, multiple bidders, equity consideration), nationality of bidder 

(domestic or foreign) and exchange rates (measured as the real trade weighted index at the deal 

announcement date). She finds no significant exchange rate effect on domestic or foreign bidder 

targets, and argues that “the exchange rate impact may have more to do with general factors (cost 

and revenue exposure, market growth prospects) than with market imperfections or asymmetries 

that only affect cross-border investors” (p. 439). If Dewenter is correct, the identific ation of the 

exchange rate effect on target premia requires estimation of target exposure. Swensen analyzes 

the impact of weak and strong exchange rate regimes on domestic and foreign bidder targets, and 

finds that the wealth effects of a takeover are larger for foreign bidder targets in weak dollar 

years. No exchange rate effect is identified for the pure domestic takeover firms. 

It is surprising that the existing takeover research has not draw upon the international 

finance literature to estimate more accurately the exchange rate exposure of domestic firms. After 

all, the relationship between changes in the exchange rate and changes in firm value has attracted 

wide attention in the field of international finance, and exchange rate exposure is a topic of 

current research interest (see, for example, the work on economic exposure and competition, 

Williamson 2001; exposure and derivative use, Allayannis and Ofek 2001; exposure and 
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exchange rate pass-through, Bodnar, Dumas and Marston 2001). If there is a relationship between 

the amount bidders pay for targets and the exchange rate, we should expect that premia depend 

upon the extent to which the target is exposed to the exchange rate. The simplest case is a sample 

containing only firms with zero exchange rate exposure (either through the structure of their 

production process, or through “perfect” hedging). Here we would observe no systematic change 

in value given changes in the exchange rate and there should be no relationship between 

exchange rates and target premia. However, a sample of takeover targets will undoubtedly 

contain firms that are members of industries that have some exposure to the exchange rate. Thus, 

we hypothesize that the value of a target will vary systematically with the exchange rate and that 

the exchange rate effect on target premia will depend upon the level and nature of exchange rate 

exposure. 

More formally, let us define the value of the firm V and exchange rate E (the foreign 

exchange price of one unit of domestic currency). In a randomly selected sample, economic 

exposure, dV/dE, is expected to be distributed around zero: that is, depending upon the origin and 

composition of goods and services in the production process we expect some firms to be 

positively, negatively or zero exposed. In order to assess the extent to which exchange rates 

influence target premia we need to take into account two potential determinants: the nature of 

exposure (positive or negative) and the strength or weakness of the exchange rate during the 

sample period. There are potentially four combinations of exchange rates and firm exchange rate 

exposure: exporters-strong (ES), exporters-weak (EW), importers-strong (IS), and importers-

weak (IW). Figure 1 shows the hypothesized effect on target premia of these combinations. 

 

*************************************** 

FIGURE 1 – HERE 

*************************************** 
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The purchase of a target ‘exporter’ (negatively exposed firm) during a period of relative weakness 

of the domestic currency should yield a higher premia given that the net present value of the 

target is higher under such conditions.  Similarly, targets that are ‘importers’ (positively exposed) 

will be valued more highly during periods of domestic currency appreciation. No change in 

premia is expected for firms with zero economic exposure and so the ‘no exposure’ sub-sample 

will be used as a control group for the study. 

 In order to isolate the exchange rate effect on target premia from other potential 

determinants we draw upon the takeover literature to identify a set of control variables. 

Researchers investigating the wealth effects of target premia in domestic and cross-border studies 

highlight the following factors. 

(i) Method of payment: Target returns are positively related to the use of cash by the 

bidder as the method of payment. Cash bids tend to be higher due to the need to compensate 

targets for tax liabilities due immediately under that form of consideration. In addition, cash bids 

reduce the asymmetric information problems associated with the exchange of equity. Wansley, 

Lane and Yang (1983, 1987) and Huang and Walkling (1987) found a significant positive 

association between cash only bids and target abnormal returns in pure domestic takeovers (see 

also Travlos 1987; Franks, Harris and Mayer 1988). Drawing upon these results we control for 

method of payment using dummy variables for cash only and equity only in alternative 

estimations. 

(ii) Multiple bids: There is strong empirical evidence indicating multiple, or contested, 

bids lead to higher target abnormal returns (Bradley, Desai and Kim 1988, pp. 22-23, 27; Servaes 

1991, p. 413, 417). Thus we include a dummy variable denoted one for targets that received 

multiple bids during the period of the takeover process. 

(iii) Relatedness: The corporate diversification and refocusing literature has provided 

strong theoretical arguments and empirical evidence on the synergistic benefits of takeovers 

involving firms in the same or similar industry (for example, Berger and Ofek 1995; Comment 
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and Jarrell 1995). Furthermore, Healy, Palepu and Ruback (1992) report significant improvement 

in industry-adjusted operating returns for up to three years after a takeover for firms that were 

highly related. We control for the degree of relatedness between target and bidder firms using the 

argument that synergistic benefits and economies of scale and scope are more likely when firms 

operate in industries with similar Standard Industry Classification (SIC) codes.1  

(iv) Size effects: Abnormal returns to targets may be related to the relative size of the 

target to the bidder (Asquith, Bruner and Mullins 1983; Kang 1993). One argument is that smaller 

targets tend to enjoy higher premia, ceteris paribus, due to bidding firms being in a position to 

raise the absolute value of the bid to gain effective control. Petersen and Petersen (1991) report 

evidence supporting this argument. By contrast, Asquith, Bruner and Mullins (1983, pp. 136-37) 

and Servaes (1991, pp. 415-17) find no relationship between relative size and target cumulative 

abnormal returns. Given the mixed evidence we regard relative size as a valuable control variable 

although we make no a priori judgment on its relationship to target premia. 

(v) Book-to-market ratio of the target: A high book-to-market ratio indicates that the 

market believes that the target management are not effectively using the firm’s assets and are 

inefficiently running the firm. In these circumstances the bidder may pay more for the target on 

the expectation that synergistic gains will be larger. Lang, Stulz and Walkling (1989) and Servaes 

(1991) find that less value is created by taking over a target that is well run - the target’s q ratio 

(or similar such variable) is negatively related to target abnormal returns. We expect there to be a 

positive relationship between the target’s abnormal return and the book-to-market ratio. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Although the use of industry classification codes are standard in the literature, there are two generally 
accepted limitations (see Scharfstein 1998).  First, even though the bidder and target may be located in two 
different two-digit SIC indices they can still both produce related products and provide related services.  
Second, vertical connections/integration between the bidder and target diminish the ability of two-digit SIC 
groupings to distinguish relatedness. 
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3. Model specification 

 

We estimate the nature of economic exposure of target firms using regression models. Estimating 

economic exposure is complicated by the fact that observable changes in firm value are post-

hedging so that even though a firm may face exchange rate risk, dV/dE may equal zero because 

the firm perfectly or naturally hedges. Furthermore, exposure depends upon factors that are time 

varying which may make estimation difficult - the firm’s demand elasticities in foreign and 

domestic markets and the weight of traded goods in the production process (Amihud 1994, p. 49; 

Levi 1994). A common assumption in international finance research is to assume that the 

determinants of economic exposure are constant. Researchers use estimation techniques whereby 

changes in firm value are regressed against changes in the exchange rate, controlling for changes 

in market returns (Jorion 1995; Bodnar and Gentry 1993; Amihud 1994; Williamson 2001; 

Allayannis and Ofek 2001). We shall follow this tradition.  

 The direction of exchange rate exposure (DIRECTION) is estimated using the Jorion 

(1990) model that relates the firm’s return to the exchange rate conditioned on market returns. 

Equation (1) presents that model, where rit = the firm’s share price return, rT W I = the return on the 

trade  weighted index, rmt = the return on a market index and e = the error term iid: 

 

ri,t = a + ß1rTWI,t + ß2rm,t + e         (1) 

 

The beta coefficient of the exchange rate term (ß1) represents the ex-hedging exposure of the firm 

and is used as the measure of DIRECTION. Firms with positive DIRECTION are defined as 

importers and firms with negative DIRECTION exporters. The “Jorion beta” has been shown to 

be positively associated with the ratio of foreign sales to total sales (see for example, Jorion 1990, 

pp. 340-43) and many researchers use the level of foreign sale s as a proxy for exposure (for 

example, Cakici, Hessel and Tandon 1996, p. 323; Allayannis and Ofek 2001, p. 280). Given that 
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we are estimating exposure for domestic firms with varying degrees of foreign sales, we confine 

attention to the beta term as data  on foreign sales are not available for all targets. We estimate the 

nature of exposure using mid-monthly data for four years prior to the takeover bid. Mid-month 

observations of the target’s share price return and the trade-weighted index (TWI) are regressed 

against each other over four years prior to the takeover bid, starting one month before the 

announcement. Sensitivity analysis (Section 6) will present results using alternative measures of 

the nature of exposure, such as those favored by Bartov and Bodnar (1994). 

The exchange rate must be defined as strong or weak in order to determine the cross 

sectional variation in target value over time. We follow Dewenter (1995a, p. 437; 1995b, p. 414) 

by adopting the real exchange rate as the relevant measure to allow for the analysis of domestic 

target premia. Again mid-monthly exchange rates are used. The exchange rate is defined as weak 

when the TWI prevailing one month before the bid is less than the average TWI of the preceding 

two years. A strong exchange rate regime is one where the TWI is greater than the preceding two 

year average: the proportional difference: Ln(TWI-1/TWIaverage (-2, -25)). Given that many of our 

targets operate only in the non-traded goods sector we cannot use bilateral exchange rates as the 

relevant measure. Further, we do not have data on the source of foreign currency denominated 

revenue and costs for firms in our sample. 

Finally, we estimate the target firm’s cumulative abnormal return (CARs) using the 

market model. The expected returns generating model rit = a + ß1rmt + e is estimated using a 

sample of 250 daily data points starting 270 days prior to the takeover announcement. Abnormal 

and cumulative abnormal returns are then calculated for a 41-day event window centered on the 

announcement. 

Once the nature of the exchange rate exposure is estimated and the strength or weakness 

of the exchange rate is determined, we partition firms according to the criteria identified in Figure 

1. Differences in mean and median tests are performed on the sub-samples. Next we estimate the 

equation (2) to capture differences in target premia after controlling for other characteristics: 
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CAR = a + ß1 (ES) + ß2 (EW) + ß3 (IS) + ß4 (IW) + ß5 (PAYMENT) + ß6 (MULTIPLE) +  

ß7 (RELATED) + ß8 (RELSIZE) + ß9 (TBVMV) + e    (2) 

 

where, 

 

CAR = the 41-day cumulative abnormal return centered on the announcement of the takeover bid; 

ES = 1 if the firm has negative exchange rate exposure and was taken over during a period of 

strong domestic exchange rate, 0 otherwise; 

EW = 1 if the firm has negative exchange rate exposure and was taken over during a period of 

weak domestic exchange rate, 0 otherwise; 

IS = 1 if the firm has positive exchange rate exposure and was taken over during a period of 

strong domestic exchange rate, 0 otherwise; 

IW = 1 if the firm has positive exchange rate exposure and was taken over during a period of 

weak domestic exchange rate, 0 otherwise. 

PAYMENT = a dummy variable coded 0 (equity or equity and cash) or 1 (cash) to capture 

potential method of payment effects; 

MULTIPLE = a dummy variable coded 0 (no) or 1 (yes) if there was more than one bidder for the 

target; 

RELATED = a dummy variable coded 0 (no) or 1 (yes) for whether the bidder and target were in 

the same industry; 

RELSIZE = the natural logarithm of the ratio of the total book value of the assets of the target 

firm to the total book value of the assets of the acquiring firm; 

TBVMV = the book-to-market ratio for the target firm.  
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We hypothesize that CAR(IS)>CAR(IW) and CAR(EW)>CAR(ES). Those firms with zero 

exposure will be captured in the intercept, and the regression coefficients can therefore be viewed 

as deviations from the ‘no exposure’ CAR. Finally, to determine the validity of our model and 

definitional choices we perform a set of sensitivity analyzes on the nature of economic exposure, 

the definition of exchange rate strength or weakness and alternative bid characteristic 

measurements. 

 

4. Data description 

 

The sample was drawn from completed takeovers between U.S. targets and U.S. bidders between 

1990 and 2000 (dates refer to the date of the first bid announcement) that were listed in the 

Securities Data Corporation (SDC) database. Information on the characteristics of the takeover 

bid (consideration, multiple bidders), industry classification of bidder and target, and target 

accounting variables were also from SDC. Share prices, market capitalization (adjusted for 

dividends and re-capitalizations) and exchange rates were from Datastream. The market index 

used in the market model regressions was the Standard and Poor’s 500 Accumulation Index, and 

the TWI used in exchange rate exposure regressions was the trade-weighted broad currency index 

produced by the United States Federal Reserve. 

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for the variables used in the analysis. The full sample 

contains data on 189 acquisitions. The average CAR for the target firms in the sample is 0.2340 

(p-value=0.000). The mean and median DIRECTION for firms in the sample is negative, 

indicating that the majority of the sample are exporters. On average, the variation in the TWI 

explains only a small amount of the variation in the sample firms’ returns pre-takeover; the 

average exposure (R2) is 3.113% and the median R2 is 1.285%. However, the explanatory power 

of the exposure regression is quite variable, ranging from a minimum of 0.000% to a maximum of 

33.931%. The strength of the exchange rate (TWISTRENGTH) is predominantly negative, 
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indicating that there was a downward trend in the TWI for a majority of the period over which the 

sample was drawn (mean = –1.3588 and median = –1.5946). Takeovers were more common 

between firms in the same two-digit SIC code, with the mean INDUSTRY value equal to 0.815. 

The average target was one-third the size of its bidder (using logarithmic percentages) and had 

relatively low growth prospects (book-to-market mean = 4.34, and median 1.34). This is 

consistent with previous literature that indicates that the gains from a successful takeover are 

likely to be higher when the target is a poor performer (Lang, Stulz and Walkling 1989; Servaes 

1991).  

 

********************************************* 

TABLE 1 HERE 

********************************************* 

 

Table 2 reports classification of the firms in the sample according to the SIC code of the target 

firm. We use a broad classification, based on the first digit of the SIC code here, although 

empirical modeling will use a two-digit measure of relatedness. The use of such a broad 

classification is restrictive, but nonetheless allows for a parsimonious representation of industry 

representation in our sample. Takeovers with target firms in the Finance, Insurance and Real 

Estate sector have the largest representation in our sample (61 firms), whilst Agriculture has the 

least (only 1 firm). According to both mean and median CARs, the agricultural firm had the 

largest premium with a mean and median of 0.3526, whilst Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 

firms had the lowest premia (mean = 0.1529 and median = 0.1375).2  

 

                                                 
2 This result was a concern, given the dominance of the Finance, Insurance and Real Estate sector in our 
sample. However, further analysis (not reported) showed that the constituent firms in the Finance, 
Insurance and Real Estate sector were spread widely within the sector, and did not cluster in any one 
particular sub-sector. Further, when the sample was further partitioned into ES, EW, IS and IW, Finance, 
Insurance and Real Estate firms were generally found to be spread evenly across the partitions. 
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********************************************* 

TABLE 2 HERE 

********************************************* 

 

5. Results 

 

The primary research question to be addressed in this paper is whether cumulative abnormal 

returns for takeover targets are affected jointly by the nature of the target’s exchange rate 

exposure (classified as either ‘exporter’ (negative exposure) or ‘importer’ (positive exposure)) 

and the relative strength or weakness of the exchange rate at the time of the announcement. The 

simplest approach to addressing this question is to stratify the sample based on the exposure of 

the firm.  

First, target CARs were estimated for a number of windows ranging between 41 and 3 

days around the takeover announcement. Consistent with previous studies, we find significant 

CARs (p-value=0.000) for all windows as follows: (-20 to +20) = 0.2311; (-10 to +10) = 0.2029; 

and (-1 to +1) = 0.1642. Next we stratify the sample on the basis of the exposure variables. Table 

3 shows the breakdown of the sample on the variables DIRECTION and TWISTRENGTH. Panel 

A considers the base case scenario with all firms considered under the most naive classifications 

are used. The sample is divided into exporters and importers based upon DIRECTION. The 

strength of the exchange rate is classified as strong if the TWI at the time of the announcement is 

in excess of the 24 month average, and weak otherwise. The values in the table indicate that the 

average CARs are roughly similar for the EW, ES, IW and IS classifications. There is no 

difference between the abnormal returns of the EW and ES firms, but the IW and IS abnormal 

returns are significantly different at the 5% level. The Panel A results serve as a starting point 

from which more realistic assumptions may be applied to the sample.  
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********************************************* 

TABLE 3 HERE 

********************************************* 

 

Table 3 Panel B shows the results of classifying the sample into thirds. We rank all firms 

on DIRECTION and use the upper and lower thirds as our sub-groups. The middle third of the 

sample will be used as our control group in later analysis. Exporters are defined by whether they 

have DIRECTION ≤ -0.8021, importers if DIRECTION is ≥ -0.11069. The TWI is defined as 

strong if TWISTRENGTH is ≥ 0.5929 and weak if ≤ -2.1425. Using these sub-samples there is a 

significant difference between mean and median CARs for IS and IW firms at the 5% significance 

level. There is no difference in abnormal returns between the EW and ES firms. Overall, the 

results from Table 3 Panels A and B are consistent. The Panel A and B results show that the 

difference between the IS and IW group CARs is significant and are in the predicted direction. 

Further the difference is significant regardless of how the sample is stratified. By contrast any 

differences between the EW and ES group are much smaller in magnitude, and vary in direction 

depending on the assumptions being applied. The latter result suggests the need for further 

analysis using more powerful estimation techniques. 

The prior analysis focused on differences in means and medians. Implicitly the difference 

in mean analysis assumed that any difference in the target takeover premia was attributable to the 

exchange rate and whether the target was an exporter or importer. However, we know that there 

are a number of other influences on target premia which must be taken into account before we 

can attempt to identify the impact of exchange rates. Previous studies have identified the method 

of payment, whether there were competing bidders, industry, target book-to-market and relative 

size of target to bidder as variables related to takeover premia. We continue our analysis using 

multivariate regressions with these variables as controls.  
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Table 4 contains the regression results for all 189 firms. In Panel A, all of the exchange 

rate dummy variables appear in the model as significant. As with the difference in means 

analysis, the ES CAR is slightly higher than the EW CAR. The difference, however, is not 

significant. IS and IW are significantly different at the 5% significance level. During periods of 

strong exchange rates importer targets earn a premia of 27.02% as compared to a premia of 

14.7% for similar firms during weak exchange rates.  

 

********************************************* 

TABLE 4 HERE 

********************************************* 

 

By defining and excluding the middle third of our sample as the no exposure group, an improved 

interpretation is given to the results in Panel B. The no exposure group CAR is contained in the 

control variables and the intercept - the base case CAR is 0.1430%. This is the expected premium 

for firms independent of exchange rate exposure, method of payment or relative size. Importantly, 

the EW and IS variables deviate significantly from this base case, in contrast to both the ES and 

IW variables. As predicted, the highest CARs are achieved when the firm is an exporter and the 

exchange rate is weak, and when the firm is an importer and the exchange rate is strong. More 

importantly, the increase in return from the base case 0.1430% is significant at the 10% for EW 

and at the 5% level for the IS firms. No difference is found statistically between the EW and ES 

firms, but the difference in means for the IS and IW firms is significant at the 5% level (p-value 

0.025). 

 In addition to finding results consistent with our hypothesis, the control variables largely 

enter the models with the expected coefficient signs. The clearest set of results is available from 

Panel B where the intercept captures the no exposure group. Consistent with Wansley, Lane and 

Yang (1983) and Huang and Walkling (1987), targets that are bought with cash earn a 
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significantly higher 9.29% abnormal return as compared to firms where consideration was equity 

or a combination of forms. Similar to Petersen and Petersen (1991) we find that relative size is 

significantly negatively related to target premia; the smaller the target relative to the bidder the 

higher is the abnormal return. Multiple bidders, relatedness, and target growth are not 

significantly related to the target abnormal returns. 

 

6. Sensitivity Analysis  

 

A. Direction of exchange rate exposure 

While the Jorion beta is a popular specification for determining the direction of exchange rate 

exposure there have been mixed results in using that model in empirical studies – indeed, Jorion 

(1990) finds only 5% of the exposure regressions significant (at the 5% level) and reports time 

variation in coefficient values. Bartov and Bodnar (1994, pp. 1759-61) argue that the failure of 

research to document a contemporaneous relationship between dV and dE may be due to the 

lagged response between dV and dE due to systematic errors in expectations formation (for 

example, temporary versus permanent dE and/or asymmetric information on firms’ hedging 

activities)(see Bartov and Bodnar 1994, p. 1761; Bartov, Bodnar and Kaul 1996, p. 108). In order 

to resolve these measurement problems the standard multivariate regression equation is modified 

using lagged exchange rates: 

 

ri,t = a + ß1rTWI,t + ß2rTWI,t -1 + ß3rm,t + e      (3) 

  

where ri,t  , rTWI,t , rm,t , e are defined as in Section 3, and rTWI,t -1 is the one month lagged return on 

the TWI. We redefine the DIRECTION measure is the sum of ß1 and ß2. As with the earlier 

estimations the direction of exposure was determined using mid-monthly share returns and 
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exchange rates over four years prior to the takeover announcement. To round out the sensitivity 

analysis we also calculated DIRECTION using ß1 from: ri,t  = a + ß1rm,t + e. 

 

 

********************************************* 

TABLE 5 HERE 

********************************************* 

 

Table 5 reports three estimations of equation (2) using the Jorion measure (as in Table 4), 

the Bodnar and Bartov measure, and the simple TWI beta measure. The regressions are run over 

the full sample of 189 targets, with the no exposure group being set as the middle third. Column 3 

shows that the influence of exchange rates on target premia are as strong using the Bodnar and 

Bartov exchange rate exposure technique as compared to the original results. The abnormal 

returns to EW firms in percentage terms is higher than ES firms, but the difference EW-ES is not 

significant (p-value = 0.36). There is strong evidence supporting our hypothesis that importers 

enjoy higher abnormal returns during strong exchange rate periods: the IS variable is 10.21% 

higher than the no exposure group, and is different from importers bought during weak exchange 

rate periods at the 5% level of significance. Finally, column 4 shows that the beta from the simple 

regression of firm returns on the TWI return does not give a clearer measure of exposure. This 

procedure leads to a significant positive difference in abnormal returns between IS and IW (p-

value = 0.07) but no difference between EW and ES (p-value = 0.64). However, no indicator 

variable (ES, EW, IS or IW) was significantly different from the no exposure group. 

 

B. Definitions of exchange rate strength, relatedness and method of payment 

We have defined the exchange rate as weak or strong as compared with the prevailing exchange 

rate of the preceding 24 months. Alternative definitions of the strength or weakness of the 
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exchange rate have been used in the cross-border literature. For example, Dewenter (1995b, pp. 

425-27, 437) has found that levels of exchange rates are significantly related to cross-border 

target premia, but are unrelated to a sample of domestic and cross-border target premia. Column 3 

shows that we find significant exchange rate effects using a pure domestic takeover sample and 

defining the exchange rate as the level of the TWI one month before the takeover announcement. 

Again the results in sensitivity analysis are stronger than our initial results, with no significant 

difference between the EW-ES firms (p-value = 0.82), but significant coefficient values on both IS 

(0.1320) and IW (-0.0746) and a difference in means test significant at the 1% level. 

 

********************************************* 

TABLE 6 HERE 

********************************************* 

 

 Columns 4, 5 and 6 of Table 6 investigate whether degrees of relatedness influence our 

results. There was initially no relationship between the target’s abnormal return and the 

relatedness of the bidder and target; this results does not change if we use broader (one-digit) or 

finer (three-digit) classifications. Finally, Column 8 reports equation (2) estimated with the 

method of payment set as one if the form of consideration was in equity, and zero otherwise. The 

coefficient is negative but insignificant (compare column 7 where cash payment is coded as one). 

 

7. Conclusions  

 

Previous research on the wealth effects of takeovers between domestic bidders and targets has 

found no relationship between the exchange rate and target abnormal returns. The lack of a 

relationship is due, we show, to a failure to establish conditions under which we would expect the 

value of the firm to vary with changes in the exchange rate. In this paper we provide new 
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evidence that, once the exchange rate exposure of the firm is estimated, there is a strong 

relationship between exchange rates and target premia. Exchange rate exposure has been 

estimated for target firms and we find that the strength or weakness of the exchange rate as at one 

month before the takeover announcement is an important explanatory factor in determining the 

value of the takeover bid. As predicted by economic theory, our results show that firm value (and 

thus target premia) is higher when the firm is positively exposed to the exchange rate and the 

exchange rate is relatively strong, or when the firm is negatively exposed to the exchange rate and 

the exchange rate is relatively weak.  

 Multivariate regressions on the target premia indicate that the exchange rate effects are 

robust to bid characteristics, relatedness between target and bidder, relative size of the bidder and 

target, and target performance. In addition, our results are stronger when we use alternative 

estimation techniques to measure the nature of exchange rate exposure and the strength or 

weakness of the exchange rate. 
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Figure 1 

Determinants of firm value given exchange rates and exposure  

 

Nature of Exposure Exchange Rate Strength 
 Strong (S) Weak (W) 
Exporter (E) dV/dE <0 dV/dE >0 
Importer (I) dV/dE >0 dV/dE <0 
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Table 1 

Descriptive statisticsa 

 

Variable Sample Size Mean Median Std Dev. Minimum Maximum 

CAR 189 0.2340 0.2244 0.2038 -0.2734 0.7706 

DIRECTION 189 -0.5527 -0.3956 1.1703 -5.3926 3.9906 

TWISTRENGTH 189 -1.3588 -1.5946 2.9254 -7.9738 4.6746 

PAYMENT 189 0.1640 0.0000 0.3713 0.0000 1.0000 

MULTIPLE 189 0.0582 0.0000 0.2347 0.0000 1.0000 

INDUSTRY 189 0.8148 1.0000 0.3895 0.0000 1.0000 

RELSIZE 189 -1.9193 -1.6437 1.6758 -12.7594 4.6587 

TBVMV 189 4.3431 1.3394 6.6841 0.0690 45.7723 

 
a This table shows descriptive statistics for a sample of 189 observations of U.S. target, U.S. bidder 

acquisitions. All acquisitions are completions with the target having total assets of more than US$100 

million. CAR is the cumulative abnormal return of the target firm for the 41-day event window centered on 

the takeover announcement; DIRECTION is the coefficient on TWI variable from the following regression: 

Ri,t  = a + ß1RTWI,t  + ß2Rm,t  + e ; TWISTRENGTH is the level of the TWI in the month before the 

announcement less the average TWI in the preceding 24 months; CASH is a dummy variable which takes a 

value of one if the consideration is cash only; MULTIPLE is a dummy variable which takes a value of one 

if there are mult iple bidding firms; INDUSTRY is a dummy variable which takes a value of one if the bid 

and target firms have identical SIC codes at the two -digit level; RELSIZE is the natural logarithm of the 

market value of the target firm as a ratio of the market value of the acquiring firm; TBVMV is the book-to-

market value of the target firm. 
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Table 2 

Target cumulative abnormal returns by target industrya 

 

SIC Code  
(1st Digit) 

Description Sample Size 
(N=189) 

Mean 
CAR 

Median 
CAR 

0 Agriculture 1 0.3526 0.3526 

1 Mining 7 0.2388 0.2485 

2 Construction 11 0.2856 0.2714 

3 Manufacturing 33 0.3019 0.2870 

4 Transportation, Communication, Electricity, 
Gas and Sanitary Services 

23 0.2523 0.2269 

5 Wholesale and Retail Trade 11 0.2809 0.2778 

6 Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 61 0.1529 0.1375 

7-8 Services  26 0.2592 0.2372 

 
a This table reports the distribution of U.S. target firms’ mean and median CARs by industry using the one-

digit SIC code (sector level). CARs are estimated over a 41-day event window centered on the takeover 

announcement All CARs are significantly different from zero at the 1% level. 
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Table 3 

Target cumulative abnormal returns stratified by economic exposure  a 

 

 Panel A Panel B 

 Sample 

Size 

Mean Median Sample 

Size 

Mean Median 

All Companies 189 0.2340 0.2244 90 0.2751 0.2010 
       
ES 52 0.2574 0.2433 22 0.2866 0.2914 
EW 82 0.2003 0.1957 23 0.2979 0.2797 
IS 22 0.3306 0.3189 25 0.3092 0.2911 
IW 33 0.2166 0.2006 20 0.1935 0.1804 

 
a This table shows that sample of target firm CARs stratified on the basis of economic exposure. Panel A 

assumptions: Exporters have DIRECTION ≤ 0, Importers have DIRECTION >0; TWISTRENGTH greater 

(less) than zero defines a strong (weak) exchange rate. Panel B assumptions: Firms with DIRECTION  less 

than –0.8021 are defined as exporters, while importers have DIRECTION greater than –0.11069; 

TWISTRENGTH greater than 0.5929 defines a strong currency; TWISTRENGTH less than –2.1425 defines 

a weak currency.  
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Table 4 

Regression of target CARs on exchange rate exposure and bid characteristicsa 

 

Variable Panel A Panel B 

   
INTERCEPT  0.1430*** 
  (4.13) 
ES 0.1652*** 0.0409 
 (4.15) (0.98) 
EW 0.1428*** 0.0818* 
 (3.99) (1.82) 
IS 0.2702*** 0.1021** 
 (4.98) (2.11) 
IW 0.1470*** -0.0247 
 (3.25) (-0.63) 
PAYMENT 0.0894** 0.0929** 
 (2.17) (2.27) 
MULTIPLE 0.0324 0.0317 
 (0.53) (0.51) 
INDUSTRY -0.0069 -0.0089 
 (-0.23) (-0.30) 
TBVMV -0.0025 -0.0021 
 (-1.25) (-1.01) 
RELSIZE -0.0357*** -0.0332*** 
 (-3.33) (-3.12) 
   
R2 0.165 0.171 
Adjusted R2 0.128 0.130 

 
a This table reports regression coefficients and diagnostics for the regression: CAR = a + ß1(ES) + ß2(EW) 

+ ß3(IS) + ß4(IW) + ß5(PAYMENT) + ß6(MULTIPLE) + ß7(RELATED) + ß8(RELSIZE) + ß9(TBVMV) + e. 

Sample size N=189. All variables are as defined in Table 1. ES = 1 if the firm has negative exchange rate 

exposure and was taken over during a period of strong domestic exchange rate, 0 otherwise; EW = 1 if the 

firm has negative exchange rate exposure and was taken over during a period of weak domestic exchange 

rate, 0 otherwise; IS = 1 if the firm has positive exchange rate exposure and was taken over during a period 

of strong domestic exchange rate, 0 otherwise; IW = 1 if the firm has positive exchange rate exposure and 

was taken over during a period of weak domestic exchange rate, 0 otherwise. Panel A sets a=0  and Panel B 

uses the no exposure group (the middle third stratified on direction of exposure) as the control group. 
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Table 5 

Sensitivity of the regression analysis to the estimation of the direction of exchange rate  

exposure a 

 

Variable Jorion Beta Bartov-Bodnar TWI Beta 
    
INTERCEPT 0.1430*** 0.1393*** 0.1490*** 
 (4.13) (4.01) (4.25) 
ES 0.0409 0.0349 0.0351 
 (0.98) (0.92) (0.87) 
EW 0.0818* 0.0804* 0.0584 
 (1.82) (1.77) (1.40) 
IS 0.1021** 0.1033** 0.0707 
 (2.11) (2.01) (1.24) 
IW -0.0247 -0.0210 -0.0467 
 (-0.63) (-0.52) (-1.18) 
PAYMENT 0.0929** 0.1005** 0.1008** 
 (2.27) (2.51) (2.49) 
MULTIPLE 0.0317 0.0259 0.0374 
 (0.51) (0.42) (0.59) 
INDUSTRY -0.0089 -0.0051 -0.0052 
 (-0.30) (-0.17) (-0.17) 
TBVMV -0.0021 -0.0019 -0.0021 
 (-1.01) (-0.90) (-1.08) 
RELSIZE -0.0332*** -0.0338*** -0.0034*** 
 (-3.12) (-3.09) (-3.11) 
    
R2 0.171 0.166 0.153 
Adjusted R2 0.130 0.124 0.110 

 
a This table shows regressions of equation (2) with DIRECTION (and thus ES, EW, IS, and IW) being 

defined according to different measures of exchange rate exposure. The Jorion regression defines exposure 

as the TWI beta from ri,t  = a + ß1rTWI,t + ß2rm,t  + e and regression results using that definition is in column 

2. Columns 3 uses the estimation methods of Bartov and Bodnar where exchange rate exposure is defined 

as the sum of the TWI and TWI lagged betas in ri,t = a + ß1rTWI,t + ß2rTWI,t -1 + ß3rm,t + e. Column 4 presents 

results with DIRECTION defined according to the TWI beta from  Ri,t  = a + ß1rTWI,t + e. 
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Table 6 

Sensitivity analysis: exchange rate strength, industry classification and method of payment a 

 

Variable TWILAG-TWIAVGE TWILAG  1 digit 2 digit 3 digit  CASH EQUITY  

           

INTERCEPT 0.1430*** 0.1582***  0.1441*** 0.1430*** 0.1430***  0.1430*** 0.1679***  

 (4.13) (4.78)  (4.43) (4.13) (3.58)  (4.13) (4.01)  

           

ES 0.0409 0.0367  0.0412 0.0409 0.0412  0.0409 0.0402  

 (0.98) (0.85)  (1.00) (0.98) (1.00)  (0.98) (0.94)  

           

EW 0.0818* 0.0494  0.0809* 0.0818* 0.0827*  0.0818* 0.0785*   

 (1.82) (1.12)  (1.79) (1.82) (1.85)  (1.82) (1.76)  

           

IS 0.1021** 0.1320**  0.1017** 0.1021** 0.1020**  0.1021** 0.1136**  

 (2.11) (2.30)  (2.11) (2.11) (2.11)  (2.11) (2.39)  

           

IW -0.0247 -0.0746**  -0.0255 -0.0247 -0.0246  -0.0247 -0.0257  

 (-0.63) (-2.09)  (-0.64) (-0.63) (-0.63)  (-0.63) (-0.66)  

           

PAYMENT 0.0929** 0.0807**  0.0925** 0.0929** 0.0930**  0.0929** -0.0176  

 (2.27) (2.14)  (2.29) (2.27) (2.27)  (2.27) (-0.62)  

           

MULTIPLE 0.0317 0.0259  0.0328 0.0317 0.0336  0.0317 0.0318  
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 (0.51) (0.41)  (0.54) (0.51) (0.55)  (0.51) (0.55)  

           

INDUSTRY -0.0089 -0.0182  -0.0123 -0.0089 -0.0083  -0.0089 -0.0158  

 (-0.30) (-0.64)  (-0.45) (-0.30) (-0.24)  (-0.30) (-0.53)  

           

TBVMV -0.0021 -0.0032  -0.0022 -0.0021 -0.0021  -0.0021 -0.0027  

 (-1.01) (-1.54)  (-1.08) (-1.01) (-1.03)  (-1.01) (-1.32)  

           

RELSIZE -0.0332*** -0.0358***  -0.0332*** -0.0332*** -0.0334***  -0.0332*** -0.0365***  

 (-3.12) (-3.56)  (-3.11) (-3.12) (-3.12)  (-3.12) (-3.34)  

           

R2 0.171 0.192  0.172 0.171 0.171  0.171 0.146  

Adjusted R2 0.130 0.152  0.130 0.130 0.129  0.130 0.103  

 
a This table presents results from sensitivity analysis for regression (2). Column 2 (TWILAG-TWIAVGE) presents regression coefficients using the level of the 

TWI one month prior relative to an average of the 24-months TWI prior to this month (as in Table 4). Column 3 (TWILAG) uses the level of the TWI one month 

to the announcement of the takeover. Columns 4, 5, and 6 show regression coefficients for industry classifications according to SIC code (according to 1, 2 and 3 

digit levels respectively). Columns 7 and 8 show the regression coefficients using dummy variables capturing (alternatively) cash (as in Table 4) or equity as the 

PAYMENT variable. 
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